
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How to Dress in the Word of Life Camp? 

 

Here at Word of Life, we strive to represent Christ in our behavior, lifestyle, and dress.  For this very reason we 

ask that our staff, as well as our volunteers, dress in a way that is traditionally characteristic of both men and 

women. In general, we ask every camp volunteer, as well as staff member, to dress in a conservative manner, in a 

way that would not cause anyone to stumble, but that would be an example for all those that are serving, the 

parents, and the campers. Let us pay attention that our clothing is clean and that we refrain from clothing with any 

anti-Christian writing as well as anything that would be considered immoral.  

It is impossible in a few guidelines to cover every detail, so we ask that in the area of dressing and appearance 

you pay attention to the camp leaders who are always ready to help if you have any questions.   

 

Guidelines for Girls: 

- Clothing made from a see-through material or that is transparent is not allowed. 

- Skirts, dresses should reach at least the top part of the knee, or be a little shorter than that. 

- When leggings are worn, the skirt or top should still reach the top part of the knee, or be a little shorter 

than that. 

- Tight-fitting yoga pants or tight sweatpants are not allowed. 

- Shorts should reach the middle of the thigh. 

- Bicycle shorts (lucre spandex) may be worn underneath shorts that are at least midthigh length. 

- Clothing revealing the stomach, hips, and/or undergarments are forbidden.  

-  Body piercing jewelry other than earrings is not permitted.  

- When swimming, the women should wear a solid one-piece bathing suit, or a suit with a top that covers 

the stomach (tankini). In our camp, bikinis are forbidden for volunteers, except in the Aquapark. 

Swimsuits must only be worn on the shore of the lake. Before and after swimming, please follow the 

guidelines written above.  

- One must wear shoes or flip-flops at all times, except on the shore of the lake. Walking around barefoot is 

strictly forbidden (for your own health and safety).  

 

Guidelines for Guys: 

- Guys should wear shirts at all times in public places (even when playing sports), the only exception being 

while swimming. 

- Shirts with large neck or arm openings that expose the chest or sides are not permitted. 

- Tight-fitting yoga pants or tight sweatpants are not allowed. 

- Shorts should reach the middle of the thigh. 

- Bicycle shorts (lucre spandex) may be worn underneath shorts that are at least midthigh length. 

- Clothing revealing the stomach, hips, and/or undergarments are forbidden.  

- No body-piercing jewelry is permitted for men. 

- Guys should wear swim trunks, speedos are forbidden. Swimsuits must only be worn on the shore of the 

lake. Before and after swimming, please follow the guidelines written above. 

- One must wear shoes, or flip-flops at all times, except on the shore of the lake. Walking around barefoot is 

strictly forbidden (for your own health and safety).  

 

Thank you, 

The Summer Camp Staff 
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